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Preface
Seminar Compilation FY 2020-21 is being prepared and published by Hydrocarbon Unit (HCU) in November 2021. This
compilation comprises of the 10 (Ten) vibrant Seminar on Hydrogen Fuel, Biofuel, SCADA, Fourth Industrial Revolution, Gas Leakage
Detection & Digital Mapping, Digital Transformation Strategy, Energy Efficiency and Conservation, SDG 7, Human resources
development in Energy and Power Sector those were arranged by HCU in the period of July 2020 to June 2021. These seminar topics
were very concurrent and relevant. However, the knowledge sharing sessions, thoughts & idea, academic discussions, technical &
non-technical consultations and recommendations from the participants should not be considered as the Government position
though all of these are enclosed in this compilation. These findings can be examined to make viable for the policymaker.
It is also expected that this compilation will be an element of interest for the concerned technical and non-technical personnel for
developing their expertise in their respective fields.
The report will also be available at HCU's website: www.hcu.org.bd.
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Unit (HCU) being the technical arm as well as the think tank of Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD) tends to assist it in
achieving energy security by providing updated data and analysis of primary and alternative energy and mineral resources. In this
context, HCU arranged 10 (Ten) energetic seminars in FY 2020-21 on concurrent topic addressing challenges and way forward in
energy sector.
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Message from the Director General
It is an honor to announce that Hydrocarbon Unit (The Think Tank of EMRD) has published “Seminar Compilation FY 202021” aimed at ongoing knowledge construction and sharing current technical ideas and views with the respective stakeholders .
We have strived to make this Compilation a high-quality publication. We have tried to make our all seminars vibrant, relevant,
addressing concurrent issues, thought provoking and inclusive of a diverse range of voices and perspectives from respective all
stakeholders. I hope all the participants specially respective stakeholders of Energy and Power sector in these seminars will thrive
with a new inspiration to deliver a better service at their own for the betterment of our nation.
Contributions from any corner and critical commentaries has been duly noted and incorporated for the betterment of this publication.
Hydrocarbon Unit will look forward to continuing and updating this Compilation on an annual basis.

(Dr. Md. Rafiqul Islam)
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Executive Summary
Primery Energy in Banlgdesh is aproaching towards import dependance day by day. But to ensure energy security and inclusive
development we have to adopt right decision on fuel mix. Being technical arm of Energy and Mineral Resources Division, Hydrocarbon
Unit (HCU) is concerned about future energy security, primary energy trends, energy mix and sustainable development in the energy &
power sector. In our country, entire total gas transmission and distribution pipeline, metering stations should be under proper online
monitoring system (e.g. SCADA) for developing transparency, reducing corruption and efficient operation. Development of LNG grid
pipeline for receiving full capacity from FSRU is becoming an important issue. Investment of private entities (local) in national grid
pipeline may be considered with the corresponding stakeholders. Incentives for voluntary Energy Efficiency & Conservation action plan
for industries [e.g., tax incentives and low interest loans for industrial energy efficiency measures] should be considered. Promoting
combined heat and power (CHP, also known as cogeneration) through tax. Energy efficiency standards and labelling for passenger vehicles
[through tax incentives and low interest loans for EV etc.] On the contrary, according to Paris Agreement, rising of World’s temperature
should not exceed 2 degree within the following century. To reduce carbon emission, clean & modern energy should play an important
role for healthy environment but it needs to be affordable at price. Hydrogen fuel is an alternate and sustainable options addressing
renewable energy to reduce carbon emission & Green House Gas (GHG). Harvesting microalgae from our ample marine sector (Sea, River
and Canal) is a new prospect for Bangladesh ensuring blue economy. Research work on renewable energy should be industrialized (tagged
with Govt. or private entities) for a sustainable energy solution. Identifying cyber risks and vulnerabilities need to be addressed properly
in energy and power sector. Continuous assessment and development on the existing networking system is required to ensure effective
and efficient operation in the energy and power industry. To ensure technology transfer every stakeholders should work together with
proper coordination. Policy maker, Industry and academia should be cooperated and collaborated to develop a sustainable Energy Pricing
and subsidies for the nation’s inclusive development.
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Dr. Mohammed Mahbubur Rahman
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Editor
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Abstract of the Seminar
What is Hydrogen?
Hydrogen is the simplest and most abundant element on earth—
it consists of only one proton and one electron. Hydrogen can
store and deliver usable energy, but it does not typically exist by
itself in nature and must be produced from compounds that
contain it.
Application of Hydrogen as a Fuel:

List of Advantages of Hydrogen Fuel Cells:
 It is readily available
 It does not produce harmful emissions
 It is environmentally friendly
 It can be used as fuel in rockets
 It is fuel-efficient
 It is renewable

Hydrogen is a clean fuel that, when consumed in a fuel cell,
produces only water, electricity, and heat. Hydrogen and fuel cells List of Disadvantages of Hydrogen Fuel Cells:
 It is expensive
can play an important role in our national energy strategy, with
the potential for use in a broad range of applications, across
 It is difficult to store
virtually all sectors—transportation, commercial, industrial,
 It is not easy to replace existing infrastructure
residential, and portable.
 It is highly flammable
Hydrogen and fuel cells can provide energy for use in diverse
 It is dependent on fossil fuels
applications, including distributed or combined-heat-and-power;
backup power; systems for storing and enabling renewable
energy; portable power; auxiliary power for trucks, aircraft, rail,
and ships; specialty vehicles such as forklifts; and passenger and
freight vehicles including cars, trucks, and buses.
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PowerPoint Presentation from the Key Note Speaker
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Recommendations of the participants at the seminar "Hydrogen the Future Fuel":
 Industrialization & modernization in the last few
decades encountering incremental carbon emission by
burning fossil fuel resulting temperature rise of our
environment. According to Paris Agreement, World’s
temperature rise should not exceed 2 degrees within the
following century. To reduce carbon emission, clean &

 Fertilizer industry & textile industry currently uses SMR
(Steam Methane Reforming) technology for generating
hydrogen but creates CO2 which is not clean for the
environment. Therefore, Hydrogen fuel technology is an
important prospect in the following days.

modern energy should play an important role for
healthy environment but it needs to be affordable at
price.

 Currently $3.5-5.00/GGE (gasoline gallon equivalent) is
the costing of hydrogen production where $2.27 for
natural gas.

 Hydrogen fuel is an alternate and sustainable options
addressing renewable energy to reduce carbon emission
& Green House Gas (GHG).

 More research should be run on this Hydrogen
technology collaborating with BCSIR, BEPRC, public &
private universities and researchers.

 FCEV’s (Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles) is applicable for
heavy-duty

vehicle

with

longer

mileage

&

transportation. Battery Electric vehicle is the efficient
shorter distance transportation system. So both are not
competitive for each other’s.
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Some Notable Moments of the Virtual Seminar
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Dated: 20.10.2020

Seminar 2: SCADA System in Gas Sector
Seminar Key Personnel at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Engr. Md. Atiquzzaman
Managing Director
GTCL
Mr. Arun Karmaker
President
Energy Reporter's forum Bangladesh.
Engr. Md. Kamruzzaman
Director (Operation & Mines)
Petrobangla
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Abstract of the Seminar
What is SCADA?
SCADA is an acronym of Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition, a computer system for gathering and
analyzing real time data. SCADA systems are used to
monitor and control a plant or equipment in industries such
as telecommunications, water, power grid, oil and gas
transmission pipelines.
Use of SCADA system in different sectors in Bangladesh.
Chevron Bangladesh is monitoring Bibiyana, Jalalabad and
Maulavibazar gas fields by SCADA. WASA uses SCADA
system for monitoring its water distribution network. PGCB
uses SCADA in its National Load dispatch Centre and GTCL
uses SCADA to monitor gas transmission networks.
Basics of SCADA System
SCADA system consists of following main components:
 Sensors
 Remote Terminal Unit(RTU)
 Telecommunication network
 SCADA Software

Benefit of SCADA
 SCADA system enable us to monitor and control the
operation in real time. In gas transmission networks total
supply of gas fields to the gas grid and total delivery of gas to
the end user can be monitored in real time.
 Gas Flow, delivery Pressure and Temperature parameter of
gas of a particular field or metering station can be viewed
online.
 Remote control of flow control valve, emergency shutdown
of a valve or a particular network can be performed by
SCADA system.
 Automatic Generation of hourly and daily production and
consumption report of a gas network.
 SCADA system eliminates the need for site visits by the
personnel for data collection and inspection.
 SCADA system helps gas network load balancing.
 Real time information provides operational flexibility that
can be used to meet market demands thus increasing income
of a company.
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Recommendations of the participants at the seminar “SCADA System in Gas Sector”
 Entire total gas transmission and distribution pipeline,

 In the context of gas measurement, SCADA has a

metering stations should be under proper online monitoring

limitation to custodial transfer of sender and receiver end

system (e.g. SCADA) for developing transparency, reducing

of natural gas

corruption and efficient operation
 Regular maintenance and calibration should be performed to
acquire authentic real-time data from the transmission and
distribution pipeline which will rectify the revenues from the
sales of our gas

 Skilled manpower should be developed under the
guidance of the subcontractor of GTCL who executed the
entire SCADA system
 A project has been taken to mitigate the pipeline leakage
& system loss by TGTDCL in the Dhaka city

 SCADA system in Bangladesh is only operational in the

 Public awareness & perception should be clarified and any

context of supervisory control but unmanned operational

update from the news agency of energy sector should be

activity from the remote distance should be integrated with the

concerned from the right department to circulate

current facilities to strengthen real-time data acquisition

authentic news

capacity
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Some Notable Moments of the Virtual Seminar
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Dated: 17.11.2020

Seminar 3: Fourth Industrial Revolution
Seminar Key Personnel at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Dr. A.B.M. Alim Al Islam
Professor, Dept. of CSE
BUET
Dr. Mohammed Mahbubur Rahman
Associate Professor and Head
Dept. of PMRE, BUET
Mollah Amzad Hossain
Editor
Energy & Power
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Abstract of the Seminar
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (or Industry 4.0) is the ongoing Background:
automation of traditional manufacturing and industrial practices,
using modern smart technology. Large-scale machine-to-machine

 1st Industrial Revolution is the Age of Mechanical
Production

communication (M2M) and the internet of things (IoT) are

 2nd Industrial Revolution is the Technological Revolution

integrated for increased automation, improved communication and

 3rd Industrial Revolution is the Digital Revolution

self-monitoring, and production of smart machines that can analyze

 4th Industrial Revolution is the Cyber Physical Systems

and diagnose issues without the need for human intervention.
Three main concepts of Industry of 4.0:
The speed, breadth and depth of this revolution is forcing us to

 Extreme connectivity

rethink how countries develop, how organizations create value and

 Extreme computing power

even what it means to be human. The Fourth Industrial Revolution

 Extreme automation

is about more than just technology-driven change; it is an
opportunity to help everyone, including leaders, policy-makers and
people from all income groups and nations, to harness converging Four Design Principles of Industry 4.0:
technologies in order to create an inclusive, human-centered future.

 Interconnection
 Information transparency
 Technical assistance
 Decentralized decisions
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Nine Pillars of Industry 4.0:

Other Components of Industry 4.0:

 Artificial Intelligent

 Block chain

 Big Data Analysis

 Innovative Materials

 Autonomous Systems

 Quantum Computing

 Internet of things

 Crypto Currency

 Cloud Computing

 Robotics

 Cyber Security

 Biotechnology

 3D printing
 Simulation
 Augmented Reality
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Recommendations of the participants at the seminar “Fourth Industrial Revolution”:

 Automation of Energy sector (e.g. SCADA) will be more
transparent and will help to mitigate any unfair means or
corruption in this sector
 Big data analysis, AI & IoT can help to evaluate historical
data, interpret the way forward & can help to take right
policy at right time


4th

industrial revolution can effectively forecast supply vs.

demand (using)in the energy sector & play an important
role in the decision making process
 In the context of improving productivity, cost &
productivity optimization in the energy sector Industry
4.0 is a new dimension and carrying a substantial
prospect

 Big data in energy sector is adding a bigger advantage
such as data collaboration, energy preservation, analyzing
future risks & opportunities, supply chain visibility,
improves monitoring as well as efficiency
 40% of mining companies will invest in VR (Virtual
Reality) & AI during the production phase across the next
3-5 years
 AI in power industry such as smart grids, coordination of
maintenance works, smart home & smart meter is adding
a new dimension in the power sector
 Professional development for skilled manpower to cope
up with industry 4.0 is needed to initiate immediately.
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Date: 22 December 2020

Seminar 4: Gas leakage detection & Digital Mapping
Seminar Key Personnel at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Engr. Ali Iqbal Md. Nurullah
Managing Director
TGTDCL
Mr. Md. Abdul Aziz Khan
Ex-Member, BERC and Ex-MD, TGTDCL
Mollah Amzad Hossain
Editor
Energy & Power
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Abstract of the Seminar
Gas leakage detection
What is it?
Gas leakage detection systems are engineering systems Challenges
used to detect leak of materials from the pipeline, in
 Conventional processes are unable to meet today’s
order to alert the operator to leak incidents.
demands for rapid, transparent and accurate data.
 An essential component of pipeline risk management
 Although pipeline leak detection systems can be quite
 Allows the operator to respond in time to the leaks to
sophisticated and take a lot of effort to operate and
prevent further escalation of incidents.
maintain, they may not always be very effective.
 Different technologies are available to detect the leak
 Some assessments found that leak detection system
from pipelines, depending on the nature of the fluid in
effectiveness is less than 20% only
the pipeline and the leak size.
 However, leak detection systems can still be useful in
picking up some leaks and may still be worth
Importance
implementation from risk management perspective.
 The higher the risk posed by the pipeline, the more
 To monitor aging infrastructure
sophisticated and important leak detection systems should
 To improve system integrity, due to regulatory
be.
guidelines
 To reduce greenhouse gas emissions
 To rely on error-prone, time-consuming, paper-based
monitoring systems
 To reduce cost
 Data transparency requirements
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Digital Mapping in Gas Network
What is Digital Mapping?

Digital mapping, by definition, is performed through some
kind of digital interface, typically a computer system with
a graphical user interface (GUI). Whilst GUIs have been
available for some considerable time, it is worth stressing
that image interpretation requires graphical display and the
greater the size and number of pertinent displays, the easier
interpretation potentially becomes. It is also essential for all
work to be performed within a geographical information
system (GIS) in order to ensure that input imagery and
interpreted data sets maintain the same geographical
coordinate system. This allows data export into other
geographic products and facilitates accurate map production
and quantitative analyses.

Benefits
 Data index maps – Often such maps are delivered
using web-based GIS applications that require little or
no training to use, and show all data of interest side-byside in a single interface.
 Block ranking – It provides a unique way of mining
large quantities of different types of data in order to help
make a decision, and many companies employing digital
mapping for this analysis believe that it gives them a
competitive edge in license acquisition.
 Well planning – Digital Mapping is being used
increasingly for well planning, particularly with the rise
of unconventional resources such as shale gas, shale oil
and coal bed methane.
 Pipeline routing – Building pipelines to carry
petroleum products is capital-intensive, so determining
the optimum route is critical. Studies have shown that
GIS-based least cost path analysis can produce more
environmentally friendly routes, as well as reducing
costs by up to 15%.
 Pipeline monitoring –An emerging use of Digital
Mapping is in integrating the map with digital video,
often acquired using remote vehicles on the seabed,
enabling engineers to see sections of pipeline and
monitor hazards affecting the installation.
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“Gas leakage detection & Digital Mapping” সেমিনারে উপমিত মিরেষজ্ঞরেে সুপামেেিালা:

সুপামেেিালাাঃ
 অতযাধুমনক প্রযুমিে ব্যিহাে মনমিত কেরত হরি।
 জরুমেমিমিরত গ্যাে মিরেকেরনে জন্য আধুমনক যন্ত্রপামত ক্রয় কেরত হরি।
 সেকমনকযাল টিরিে জনিল ও েক্ষিতা বৃমিপূি বক আেও কিবতৎপে হরত হরি।
 অবিধ গ্যাে েংরযাগ দ্রুত মিমিন্ন কেরত হরি এিং এ কারজ িাধাপ্রাপ্ত হরল উর্ধ্বতন কর্তপব রক্ষে েহরযামগতা মনরত হরি।
 মিমিমিউেন সনেওয়ারকবে মিমজোল ম্যামপং দ্রুত িাস্তিায়ন কেরত হরি।
 মেটি করপবারেেন, োজউক, ওয়াো, সিেরকা প্রভৃমত উন্নয়ন কায বক্রি েম্পােনকােী েংিা েমূরহে োরে েিন্বয় করে কিবেম্পােন কেরত হরি।
 সেিা প্রোরনে মিষরয় সেিা প্রোনকােী েংিারক আেও স্বিতা ও জিািমেমহতা মনমিত কেরত হরি।
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Date: 20 January 2021

Seminar 5: Role of Private Entities in the Energy
Sector of Bangladesh
Key Personnel of the Seminar at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Mr. Azam J Chowdhury
Chairman
East Coast Group
Mr. Faisal Karim Khan
Director
Summit Power International
Mr. Arun Karmaker
President
Energy Reporter's forum Bangladesh
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সেমিনারেে োেেংরক্ষপ
িতবিান েেকাে জ্বালামন খাত উন্নয়রনে অপমেহায বতা যোযেিারি অনুধািন করে
জ্বালামন খাতরক অগ্রামধকাে খাত মহরেরি মিমিত করেরে। রূপকল্প-২০২১ (িধ্যি
আরয়ে সেে), রূপকল্প-২০৪১ (উন্নত সেরেে িয বাো), জামতেংঘ সঘামষত সেকেই
উন্নয়ন লক্ষযিাত্রা (এেমিমজ) ২০৩০ অজবরনে িাধ্যরি জ্বালামন খারত পূর্ ব মনোপিা
অজবরনে লরক্ষয জ্বালামন ও খমনজ েম্পে মিিাগ এিং এে অধীনি প্রমতষ্ঠানেমূহ
মিমিন্ন গঠনমূলক ও ফলপ্রসু কিবকারেে িাধ্যরি একমনষ্ঠিারি কাজ কেরে।
জ্বালামন খাত একটি পমুঁ জ-ঘন খাত। এ খারতে উন্নয়রন প্রচুে মিমনরয়াগ প্ররয়াজন হয়।
পািমলক সেক্টরে এককিারি উন্নয়ন োধন একটি দুরূহ ব্যাপাে মিধায় জ্বালামন
মিিাগ এ খারতে উন্নয়রন সিেেকামে খাতরক েম্পৃি কোে জন্য মিমিন্ন নীমতিালা
প্রর্য়ন করেরে। এে িরধ্য উরেখরযাগ্য হরিাঃ
 এলমপমজ িেমলং প্ল্যান্ট িাপন নীমতিালা, ২০১৬
 তেলীকৃত সপরেমলয়াি গ্যাে (অরো-গ্যাে) মেফুরয়মলং সেেন ও রুপান্তে
ওয়াকবেপ িাপন, পমেিালন এিং েক্ষর্ারিক্ষর্ নীমতিালা, ২০১৬
 িারয়াইোনল প্ল্ান্ট িাপন ও পমেিালনা েংক্রান্ত নীমতিালা, ২০১৭
 লুি সেমেং প্ল্যান্ট িাপরনে নীমতিালা, ২০১৮
 সিেেকামে সপরোরকমিকযাল প্ল্যান্ট িাপন এিং পমেিালনা নীমতিালা,
২০১৯

 সিেেকামে খারত এলএনমজ িাপনা মনিবার্, আিোমন ও েেিোহ
নীমতিালা, ২০১৯
 আিামেক পয বারয় সখালা িাজাে হরত মপ্র-সপইি/স্মাে ব গ্যাে মিোে ক্রয় ও
িাপন নীমতিালা, ২০১৯
এরত অরনক সিেেকামে প্রমতষ্ঠান এ খারত েম্পৃি হরয় মিগত ১০ িেে যািত
উরেখরযাগ্য অিোন োখরে।
িতবিারন িসুন্ধো, যমুনা, ওরিো, টিরক গ্যাে, ওমেয়ন, প্রমিতা, নািানা, সেনা,
সিমিিরকা, মজ গ্যােেহ ২৫টি সকাম্পামন এলমপ গ্যাে িাজােজাত কেরে।
িাংলারেরেে লুমিরকন্টে িাজারেে েীষ ব পাঁি সকাম্পানীে িরধ্য এিরজএলমিমি,
মিমপ মপএলমে (কযােরোল েহ), সোোল, কযালরেি এিং েরয়ল িাি সেল
উরেখরযাগ্য।
এলএনমজ আিোমনরত যুি দুটি সকাম্পানী োমিে এলএনমজ োমিবনাল সকাম্পানী
(প্রাাঃ) মলমিরেি এিং এমিলারেে এনামজব িাংলারেে মলমিরেি।
এরেে েমিমলত প্ররিষ্টা সেরেে জ্বালামন মনোপিা মনমিত কেরর্ গুরুত্বপূর্ ব ভূমিকা
পালন কেরি।
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Recommendations of the participants at the seminar “Role of Private Entities
in the Energy Sector of Bangladesh”:
Recommendations:
The key topics discussed in the seminar are as follows:
 Covid-19 scenario in Bangladesh
 Contribution of private entities to the energy sector of
Bangladesh
 Challenges faced by private entities in energy sector of
Bangladesh
 Prospects of private entities in energy sector of
Bangladesh
 Recommendation from private entities to enhance
energy security
 Overall challenges in investment climate
 Expectation from government to overcome the
challenges

 Port development targeting effective & efficient
functional Import & Export facilities
 Ensuring energy security for the manufacturers &
reviewing energy prices
 High import cost of raw materials for LPG cylinders
should be reviewed
 Unhealthy practices such as cross filling of LPG
cylinders should be regulated
 Adulteration of Lube oil segment should be strictly
regulated & used oil should be managed properly
concerning environmental safety issues.
 Abatement of usage of fossil fuel & ensuring the
incremental growth of clean & modern energy for all
 Development of LNG grid pipeline for receiving full
capacity from FSRU
 Investment of private entities (local) in national
pipeline grid may be considered
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Dated: 22.02.2021

HCU Seminar 6: Prospects of Biofuels in Bangladesh
Seminar Key Personnel at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Dr. AKM Mahbub Hasan
Professor, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
University of Dhaka
Mollah Amzad Hossain
Editor
Energy & Power
Dr. Md Tanvir Sowgath
Associate Professor, Dept. of Chemical Engineering
BUET
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Abstract of the Seminar
Biofuel is a type of renewable energy source derived from In the early 20th century of Bangladesh, bio-fuel was used
microbial, plant, or animal materials. Examples of biofuels for lighting lamps or lanterns. In an agriculturally based
include ethanol (often made from corn in the United States country like Bangladesh, bio-fuel can be a better alternative
and sugarcane in Brazil), biodiesel (sourced from vegetable because a 30 percent blend of bio-fuel can be used along
oils and liquid animal fats), green diesel (derived from algae with our diesel or petrol. This can also be an excellent fuel to
and other plant sources), and biogas (methane derived from kindle lamps in rural Bangladesh.
animal manure and other digested organic material).
Biofuels can be produced from a variety of plants like
rapeseed, mustard, corn, sunflower, canola, algae, soybean,
pulses, sugarcane, wheat, maize, and palm etc.
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Advantages of Biofuels

Disadvantages of Biofuels

 Efficient Fuel

 High Cost of Production

 Durability of Vehicles’ Engine

 Monoculture

 Easy to Source

 Use of Fertilizers

 Renewable

 Water Use

 Reduce Greenhouse Gases

 Changes in Land Use

 Economic Security

 Can only be used diesel powered engine

 Reduce Dependence on Foreign Oil

 More likely to attract moisture

 Lower Levels of Pollution

 Can cause inner fuel tube damage.
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Recommendations of the participants at the Seminar “Prospects of Biofuels in Bangladesh”:
 A major portion of current primary energy of
Bangladesh is gradually depending upon import,
diverse sources of renewable energy should be
considered immediately to ensure energy security

 Usage of efficient energy should be ensured in every
spheres of our life to prevent any energy wastage
 Biofuel is more effective for the less densely populated
country. As Bangladesh is highly dense populated

 Enhancement of research support thru installation and

country and considering food security, ensuring raw

improvement of latest technology for renewable energy

materials of biofuel is a major challenge for Bangladesh

production
 Need special focus on biofuel production (Biogas,
Bioethanol and Biodiesel)

 Research work on renewable energy should be
industrialized (tagged with Govt. or private entities) for
a sustainable energy solution

 Biodiesel is environment friendly and can be a new

 A specific technical team/unit under EMRD should

prospect in the transportation sector of Bangladesh

monitor and coordinate the entire endeavor in the

thru proper conversion of the vehicle engine

alternate energy resources of Bangladesh. EMRD

 Biogas plant should be scattered & established more in
number as Bangladesh is now self-sufficient in

should monitor all the feedbacks of that technical
team/unit.

livestock & animal husbandry
 Harvesting microalgae from our ample marine sector
(Sea, River, Canal) is a new prospect for Bangladesh
ensuring blue economy
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Dated: March 21, 2021

Seminar 7: Improvement of Energy Efficiency &
Conservation in the Energy Sector of Bangladesh
Seminar Key Personnel at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Dr. Abdul Hasib Chowdhury
Professor, EEE
BUET
Mollah Amzad Hossain
Editor
Energy & Power
Dr. Mohammed Mahbubur Rahman
Associate Professor and Head, Dept. of PMRE
BUET
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Abstract of the Seminar
Energy Efficiency

Energy Intensity
Energy intensity is a measure of the energy inefficiency of an economy.

Energy Efficiency simply means using less energy to It is calculated as units of energy per unit of GDP. High energy
perform the same task – that is, eliminating energy waste. intensity means high industrial output as portion of GDP. Countries
Often called the "first fuel" of the global energy system, with low energy intensity signifies labor intensive economy
energy efficiency is one of the most important steps that any Energy Conservation vs. Energy Efficiency: What is the
government can take to move towards a sustainable energy difference?
system.

EE means high competitiveness; it means Energy conservation and efficiency may be related, but they have

producing more with less energy.

distinct definitions in the energy world. Energy conservation involves
using less energy by adjusting behaviors and habits. Examples include

Energy Conservation

driving car fewer miles per week, turning ac up a degree or two in the

Energy Conservation is the effort made to reduce the summer time and unplugging computer or home appliances when
consumption of energy by using less of an energy service. they are not in use. Energy efficiency, on the other hand, involves
This can be achieved either by using energy more efficiently using technology that requires less energy to perform the same
(using less energy for a constant service) or by reducing the function. Energy-saving light bulbs, large household appliances,
amount of service used (for example, by driving less). smart thermostats, and smart home hubs like Constellation Connect
Energy conservation is a part of the concept of Eco- are all examples of technology that can be energy efficient.
sufficiency. It also lowers energy costs by preventing future
resource depletion.
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Importance of EE&C in Bangladesh

Challenges

There is lack of urgency among the public and industries to

 Mass awareness build up

save energy under the current situation where GOB highly

 Financial implication

subsidizes energy and power sector to lower the costs of fuel

 increasing the magnitude of savings;

and electricity prices for the household and industries.

 diversifying energy resources;

Nevertheless, people and entrepreneurs are wise enough to

 measuring and ensuring the persistence of energy savings;

know the importance of energy saving once they find out the

 integrating EE&C savings with a carbon reduction framework;

magnitude of economic benefits they can earn, even under
the current low energy prices.

and
 Understanding and valuing EE&C as part of an evolving grid.

It is important for the Government, therefore, to facilitate
the installment, execution and proliferation of EE&C
Programs as well as to create the momentum to promote
energy saving activities among all the public through EE
awareness-raising activities.
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Recommendations of the participants at the seminar “Improvement of Energy
Efficiency & Conservation in the Energy Sector of Bangladesh”:

 Development of energy efficiency programs
 Strong regulatory regime

education and promotion campaigns; identification

o Energy Conservation Law

of non-energy benefits of efficiency etc.]

o Energy audit regulations mandatory and
voluntary energy audit; free energy audits for
smaller firms
and

 Special program for energy efficient government
buildings
 Incentives for voluntary EE&C action plan for

o EE&C financing regulations
o Standard

 Awareness program [school program; consumer

labelling

industries [e.g., tax incentives and low interest loans
of

appliance

regulations
o Green building rating [for building design and

for industrial energy efficiency measures]
 Promote combined heat and power (CHP, also
known as cogeneration) e.g., through tax
 incentives and financial support]

 Skilled technical manpower

 Energy efficiency standards and labelling for
passenger vehicles [tax incentives and low interest
loans for EV etc.]
 Subsidy for new technologies
 Banking policy for Green investment
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 Technical assistance to industry
o Technical assistance to industry for energy
efficient plants
o Technical assistance to industry for energy
efficient products
 Development of systematic energy management

 Development of business model for combined CHP
 Industry academia collaboration [in depth studies;
training and capacity building
 Metering and energy data management [allocate
energy costs to business units and/or production
lines based on submetered energy data]

system [identify the value of cost effective energy
savings that can be achieved by modern energy
management systems]
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Dated: May 09, 2021

Seminar 8: Digital Transformation Strategy in
Energy & Power Sector

Seminar Key Personnel at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Dr. A. B. M. Alim Al Islam
Professor, CSE
BUET
Mollah Amzad Hossain
Editor
Energy & Power
Mr. Mohammad Hossain
Director General
Power Cell, Power Division
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Abstract of the Seminar
Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation Strategy

Digital Transformation is the adoption of digital technology to
transform services or businesses, through replacing non-digital or
manual processes with digital processes or replacing older digital
technology (electronic tools, systems, devices and resources that
generate, store or process data.) with newer digital technology. Digital
solutions may enable – in addition to efficiency via automation – new
types of innovation and creativity, rather than simply enhancing and
supporting traditional methods. One example of digital
transformation is the use of cloud computing. This reduces reliance on
user-owned hardware and increases reliance on subscription-based
cloud services.

Digital transformation requires a digital transformation strategy that,

Benefits

In Energy & Power Sector

as any strategy, looks at the goals, current situation and how to move
forward on a transformational journey in a way that makes sense and
connects the dots. A digital transformation strategy starts with
answering essential questions such as the what, why, how and who. A
digital transformation strategy builds bridges between current state
and desired long-term plan.

 Enhanced data collection, storage and analysis

It is truly important that energy & power companies realize the

 Greater resource management

promise of digital transformation at scale, on both national & global

 An overall better customer experience

basis. Over the next two to three decades, more than five billion people

 Encourages digital culture (with improved collaboration)

across the developing world will seek a path out of poverty. Unlocking

 Increased profits

the magnitude of energy resources required to improve their lives, in

 Increased agility

a way that does not choke the environment, cannot be done without

 Improved productivity

the power of digital to improve efficiency and manage complexity.

 Improved monitoring & supervision
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And it matters to energy & power companies because they face
unprecedented changes across the system: more competition, more
complexity, and less predictability. Profit margins are under
pressure, and the margin of error for survival is shrinking.
These changes affect every player:
 oil and gas operators that face price volatility, potential peak
demand, and the dynamism of shale versus OPEC
 utilities that face distributed generation, more complex
grids, and evolving customer expectations
 refineries that must adapt to global uncertainty over new
sources of feedstock and new patterns of demand
 renewables developers that must survive and grow amid
intensifying competition and potential commoditization
 service companies that must remake their delivery models
to meet customers’ new expectations about digital
efficiencies
 engineering, procurement, and construction companies that
struggle to deliver the types of capital projects that matter
for the future

Challenges
 Physical orientation: The energy & power sector is
sensitive to the geophysics of an oil and gas reservoir,
quantum physics of solar power, fluid dynamics of wind,
thermodynamics of fossil power, or electromagnetics of
power transmission. Moreover, it is embodied in heavy
capital such as power plants, offshore platforms, or LNG
terminals or pipelines. This physicality makes energy
operations, and profit generation, fundamentally difficult.
 Health and safety risk: Energy industry pays enormous
attention to safety, but incidents still occur— energy &
power companies are averse to risk and try to control for it
through detailed and rigorous processes. This makes them
slow to change.
 Heavy dependence on third parties: The work of
energy companies depends on an extensive and fragmented
supply chain.
 Large scale operations: Energy & power companies go
where the resources are. Often, relatively simple things such
as internet connectivity cannot be taken for granted in
remote region. Labor forces vary in capability, reliability,
size, and cost. Supply chains vary in maturity.
 Adaptation with rapidly changing technology
 Proper utilization of manpower
 Cyber security
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Recommendations of the participants at the seminar “Digital Transformation
Strategy in Energy & Power Sector”:
 Identifying cyber risks and vulnerabilities need to address
properly in energy and power sector
 Continuous assessment and development on the existing
networking system of energy and power industry
 Installing security patch management and continuous
system upgradation is needed to protect the cyber security
 Cyber-crime hotline should be considered for any security
breach in energy and power sector
 Addressing prioritize area to take under digital
transformation is required immediately
 Formulation of Short-term and long term plan for the
digital transformation
 Initiation of Technology transfer is required as early as
possible
 Training and development of manpower to grow expertise
addressing cyber security in energy and power sector
 Introducing National data center and to maintain/secure
it properly
 Capitalizing our own Satellite Bangabandhu-1 for seismic
survey

 We have to collect our own data by our own rather any
engagement of foreign personnel. In this regard we have to
train and develop our own manpower
 Policy maker, Industry and academia should be cooperated
and collaborated to develop a sustainable planning and
implementation
 Installation of AI in the gas pipeline and networking
system for transparency and system efficiency
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Date: June 02, 2021

Seminar 9: "SDG-7: Progress so Far"
Seminar Key Personnel at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Md Azizul Islam
Additional Secretary (Admin)
Energy & Mineral Resources Division
A K M Fazlul Haque
Additional Secretary (Development)
Energy and Mineral Resources Division
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Abstract of the Seminar
Sustainable Development Goals
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) or Global Goals are a collection of 17 interlinked global goals designed to be a "blueprint to
achieve a better and more sustainable future for all". The SDGs were set up in 2015 by the United Nations General Assembly and are intended
to be achieved by the year 2030. They are included in a UN Resolution called the 2030 Agenda or what is colloquially known as Agenda
2030. The SDGs were developed in the Post-2015 Development Agenda as the future global development framework to succeed the
Millennium Development Goals, which ended in 2015.
The 17 SDGs are: (1) No Poverty, (2) Zero Hunger, (3) Good Health and Well-being, (4) Quality Education, (5) Gender Equality, (6) Clean
Water and Sanitation, (7) Affordable and Clean Energy, (8) Decent Work and Economic Growth, (9) Industry, Innovation and
Infrastructure, (10) Reducing Inequality, (11) Sustainable Cities and Communities, (12) Responsible Consumption and Production, (13)
Climate Action, (14) Life Below Water, (15) Life On Land, (16) Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions, (17) Partnerships for the Goals.
Targets and indicators
Each goal typically has 8–12 targets, and each target has between 1 and 4 indicators used to measure progress toward reaching the targets.
The targets are either "outcome" targets (circumstances to be attained) or "means of implementation" targets. The latter targets were
introduced late in the process of negotiating the SDGs to address the concern of some Member States about how the SDGs were to be
achieved. Goal 17 is wholly about how the SDGs will be achieved.
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SDG:7-Affordable and Clean Energy (Targets, Indicators & Custodian Agencies in Bangladesh)
Lead/
Co-Lead
Ministries/
Divisions

Associate
Ministries/
Divisions

SDG Targets

Global Indicators for SDG Targets

7.1 By 2030, ensure universal access to
affordable, reliable and modern energy services

7.1.1 Proportion of population
with access to electricity

Lead: PD

EMRD;
MoFA

Lead: EMRD
Co-Lead: PD

MoST; MoInf

7.2 By 2030, increase substantially the share of
renewable energy in the global energy mix
7.3 By 2030, double the global rate of
improvement in energy efficiency

7.1.2 Proportion of population with primary reliance
on clean
fuels and technology
7.2.1 Renewable energy share in the total final energy
consumption
7.3.1 Energy intensity measured in terms of primary
energy and GDP

Lead: PD

ERD; MoFA;
EMRD
ERD;
MoFA;
BERC

7.a.1 Mobilized amount of United States dollars per
year starting in 2020 accountable towards the $100
billion commitment

Lead: ERD

EMRD; MoEFCC;
MoFA; MoST;
BB

7.b.1 Investments in energy efficiency as a percentage
of GDP and the amount of foreign direct investment
in financial transfer for infrastructure and technology
to sustainable development services

Lead: PD

ERD;
MoFA;
MoInd;
MoST

7.a By 2030, enhance international cooperation
to facilitate access to clean energy research and
technology, including renewable energy, energy
efficiency and advanced and cleaner fossil-fuel
technology, and promote investment in energy
infrastructure and clean energy technology
7.b By 2030, expand infrastructure and upgrade
technology
for
supplying
modern
and
sustainable energy services for all in developing
countries, in particular least developed
countries, small island developing States and
landlocked developing countries, in accordance
with their respective programs of support

Lead: EMRD
Co-Lead: PD

MoST;

IED;
PID,
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SDG7: Progress So Far
Target 7.1: By 2030, ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy services
Indicator 7.1.1: Proportion of population with access to electricity
2000

2005

2010

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

31.2

44.23

55.26

75.92

85.3

90

92.23

99

Indicator 7.1.2: Proportion of population with primary reliance on clean fuels and technology
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

12.08

14.96

18.38

24.40

31.12

36.87

Target 7.2: By 2030, increase substantially the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix
Indicator 7.2.1: Renewable energy share in the total final energy consumption
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2.79

2.85

2.87

3.15

3.25

3.49

Target 7.3 By 2030, double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency
Indicator 7.3.1: Energy intensity measured in terms of primary energy and GDP
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2.81

2.67

2.35

2.09

2.15

1.99
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EMRD involvement in other than Goal-7

SDG

Lead/
Co-Lead
Ministries/
Divisions

Associate
Ministries/
Divisions

SDG Targets

Global Indicators for
Targets

12.a Support developing countries to strengthen their scientific
and technological capacity to move towards more sustainable
patterns of consumption and
production

12.a.1
Installed
renewable
energy-generating capacity
in developing countries (in
watts per capita)

Lead: PD
Co-Lead:
EMRD

ERD;
MoFA;
MoInd;
MoST

12.c Rationalize inefficient fossil-fuel subsidies that encourage
wasteful consumption by removing market distortions, in
accordance with national circumstances, including by
restructuring taxation and phasing out those harmful subsidies,
where they exist, to reflect their environmental impacts, taking
fully into account the specific needs and conditions of developing
countries and minimizing the possible adverse impacts on their
development in a manner that protects the poor and the affected
communities

12.c.1 Amount of fossil-fuel
subsidies per unit of GDP
(production and consumption)

Lead: FD
Co-Lead:
EMRD

IRD; PD

14.2 By 2020, sustainably manage and protect marine and
coastal ecosystems to avoid significant adverse impacts,
including by strengthening their
resilience, and take action for their restoration in order to
achieve healthy and productive oceans

14.2.1 Number of countries
using ecosystem-based
approaches
to
managing
marine areas

Lead: MoFL
Co-Lead: MoS;
EMRD;
MoEFCC

MoST;
MoD;
PSD (Coast
Guard); MoFA

IED;
PID,
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CHALLENGES












Affordable and Reliable Modern Energy for all
Clean Fuel and Technology
Increase share of Renewable Energy
On-shore and Off-shore exploration of gas
Development of domestic Coal field
Energy Efficiency and conservation issue
LNG import
Emphasis on coal fired power project management
Energy pricing and subsidies
Suitable Energy mix &
Huge financing of project related to SDG
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Recommendations of the participants at the seminar “SDG-7: Progress so Far"
 Effective cooperation and coordination between Power Division and Energy
and Mineral Resources Division is very substantial to address SDG mandate
 Marine resources can be capitalized in the context of modern & clean energy
 Immediate adjustment of all energy prices, especially gas
 Energy Efficiency and Conservation
 Policy and institutional interventions
 Cross Border Energy
 Fuel Diversification (LNG, LPG, Coal, Renewable & Nuclear)
 Intensifying Domestic E&P Efforts both in off-shore and on-shore
 Imported Energy (LNG, LPG, Coal, Electricity)
 Coal Based Power Plants
 Unconventional form of energy (CBM, UCG, Gas Hydrate etc.)
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১৩.০৬.২০২১

সেমিনাে ১০: জ্বালামনখারত িানিেম্পে উন্নয়ন িযারেমজ এিং প্রােমিক িািনা
Seminar Key Personnel at a Glance
Chief Guest
Host
key-Note Speaker
Panel Discussant

Mr. Md Anisur Rahman
Senior Secretary
Energy and Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
A S M Manzurul Quader
Director General (Joint Secretary)
Hydrocarbon Unit
Md Azizul Islam
Additional Secretary (Admin)
Energy & Mineral Resources Division
A K M Fazlul Haque
Additional Secretary (Development)
Energy and Mineral Resources Division
Engr. Anwar Hossain Khan
Ex-DG, Hydrocarbon Unit
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সেমিনারেে োেেংরক্ষপ

িানিেম্পে
িানিেম্পে একটি জামতে জন্য আেীিাে স্বরূপ। জনেংখ্যা যতক্ষর্ পয বন্ত িানিেম্পরে পমের্ত না হরি, ততক্ষর্ তা একটি জামতে জন্য সিাঝা স্বরূপ। জাতীয় উন্নয়রনে
জন্য িানিেম্পে উন্নয়রনে মিকল্প সনই। জনেমিরক জন েম্পরে পমের্ত কেরত হরল িানিেম্পে উন্নয়রন েরিষ্ট হরত হরি। িানি েম্পে উন্নয়রন মেক্ষা ও প্রমেক্ষর্ অন্যতি
ভূমিকা পালন করে।
মেক্ষাও প্রমেক্ষর্ ব্যমিে গুর্গত পমেিতবন োধন করে তারক েক্ষ জনেমিরত পমের্ত করে। িানি েম্পে উন্নয়ন হরলা জনেম্পরেে এিন এক গুর্গত পমেিতবন প্রমক্রয়া
যাে িাধ্যরি একটি জামত উৎপােনক্ষি ও েক্ষ জনেমি মহরেরি উৎপােন প্রমক্রয়ায় ক্রিিধ বিানিারি িমলষ্ঠ অিোন োখরত পারে এিং িানিীয় েমি ও োিরযবে েরি বািি
মিকারে েক্ষি হরয় উঠরত পারে।
িানি েম্পে মক
িানিেম্পে উন্নয়ন িলরত এিন একটি প্রমক্রয়ারক বুঝায় যাে িাধ্যরি সকারনা িানুরষে জ্ঞান, েক্ষতা ও কিবক্ষিতা বৃমি পায়। িানিেম্পে ব্যিিাপনা সকৌেল একটি
প্রমতষ্ঠারনে অিীষ্ঠ লক্ষযেমূহ অজবরনে জন্য অিযন্তেীর্ িানিেম্পরেে সুষ্ঠু ব্যিিাপনা পিমতে উপে আরলাকপাত করে।
েক্ষ িানি েম্পে সকন প্ররয়াজন:
ুঁ সিে কো ও সযাগ্য কিী মনরয়াগ প্রোন,কিীরেে প্রামতষ্ঠামনক লক্ষয অজবরন অনুপ্রামর্ত কো
কিীরেে প্রমতষ্ঠারনে প্রমত আকৃষ্ট কো, আগ্রহীরেে িধ্য সেরক সযাগ্যরেে খরজ
ও তারেে োরে প্রমতষ্ঠারনে সু-েম্পকব িজায় োখা কিবজীিরন উিরোিে উন্নয়রনে পে সৃমষ্ট কো এিং প্ররয়াজরন অেক্ষ,অরযাগ্য কিী োঁোই কোেহ
প্রমতষ্ঠারনে িানিেম্পে েম্পমকবত েিধেরনে কাজই প্রমতষ্ঠারনে িানিেম্পে ব্যিিাপনা মিিারগে কাজ। একটি সিধািী েক্ষকিী িামহনী সকান প্রমতষ্ঠারনে প্রার্েমি মহরেরি
কাজ করে।
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িানি েম্পরেে েক্ষতা অজবরনে পরে অন্তোয় েমূহ
১. ‘উপযুি িারন, উপযুি কিবকতবা/কিবিােী পোয়ন না কো
২.কিবকতবা/কিবিােীে োপ্তমেক কাজ েম্পােরন অনীহা
৩.কিবকতবা/কিবিােীরেে পােস্পামেক সুেম্পরকবে অিাি
৪.তয প্রযুমিে জ্ঞারনে অিাি।
৫.নতুন মনরয়াগ প্রাপ্ত কিবকতবা/কিবিােীগরর্ে প্রমতষ্ঠারনে কায ব েম্পরকব ব্যিহামেক জ্ঞান অজবরনে প্ররয়াজনীয় প্রমেক্ষর্ গ্রহরর্ে সুরযাগ
৬.কিবকতবা/কিবিােীগরর্ে োপ্তমেক কারজে িাপ (Stress) োিলারনাে ঘােমত
৭.কিবকতবা/কিবিােীগরর্ে প্রমেক্ষরর্ অিরনারযাগীতা ও অনাগ্রহ।
৮.সেেীয় প্রমেক্ষর্ ও বিেমেক প্রমেক্ষরর্ সুরযাগ না পাওয়া
৯. প্রমেক্ষর্ ইনমেটিউরেে স্বল্পতা ও েক্ষতা েম্পন্ন প্রমেক্ষক না পাওয়া
১০. প্রিািোলী িহরলে িাপ
১১.গরিষনা খারতে িোদ্দ
গৃহীত পেরক্ষপ
১.ইনহাউজ প্রমেক্ষর্
জনিলরক েক্ষ িানি েম্পরে রূপান্তমেত কেরত ইনহাউজ প্রমেক্ষর্ এে ভূমিকা েরয়রে । কিবকতবা ও কিবিােীরেে জন্য ৬০ কিবঘন্টা প্রমেক্ষরনে মনরে বেনাে অংে মহরেরি
অমধকাংে প্রমতষ্ঠানই ইনহাউজ প্রমেক্ষর্ এে আরয়াজন করে োরক । সতল, গ্যাে ও খমনরজে োরে েম্পৃি মিমিন্ন মিষয় োড়াও িাকমে মিমধে মিমিন্ন মিষয় মনরয় ইনহাউজ
প্রমেক্ষর্ আরয়াজন কো হরয় োরক ।
২. প্রমেক্ষর্
মকছু মকছু প্রমতষ্ঠারর্ মিরেষজ্ঞ প্রমেক্ষক দ্বাো প্রমেক্ষর্ এিং কিবকতবা/ কিবিােীরেে প্রমেক্ষরর্ে িামহো মনরূপর্ সহতু Training Need Assessment প্রমেক্ষর্
কায বক্রি গ্রহন কো হয়। এোড়াও সেরেে অিযন্তরে প্রমেক্ষর্ প্রোনকােী খ্যাতনািা প্রমতষ্ঠান সযিন মিমপআই, এনএমপমি,মিআইি ইতযামে প্রমতষ্ঠারন কিবকতবারেে প্রমেক্ষরর্ে
ব্যিিা কো হয়। মিরেরে উচ্চমেক্ষা অজবরনে লরক্ষয েেকামে অনুরিােন গ্রহন োরপরক্ষ প্ররয়াজনীয় ব্যিিা গ্রহন কো হয়।
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িমিষ্যৎ উন্নয়ন পমেকল্পনা গ্রহর্:
িতবিান যুগরক যামন্ত্রক যুগ িলা হয়। প্রযুমিে উন্নয়ন ও মিকারেে ফরল আিারেে িােপাে দ্রুত পমেিমতবত হরি। তাই িানি েম্পে ব্যিিাপনা পমেিতীত অিিাে োরে তাল
মিমলরয় িলরত প্রমতষ্ঠারনে জন্য মিমিন্ন সিয়ােী িমিষ্যৎ উন্নয়ন ও পমেকল্পনা গ্রহর্ করে তা িাস্তিায়রনে জন্য পেরক্ষপ গ্রহর্ করে োরক।
কিবকতবা/কিবিােীগরর্ে কিব যোযেিারি মনেরপক্ষ দৃমষ্টরকার্ সেরক মূল্যায়রনে পেরক্ষপ গ্রহর্ কেরত হরি। অমিজ্ঞতারক মিরিিনায় সেরখ সিধারক পরোন্নমতে িানেণ্ড
মহরেরি মিরিিনা কো প্ররয়াজন। এরক্ষরত্র পরোন্নমতে িানেণ্ড এিনিারি মনধ বােন কো প্ররয়াজন যারত েৎ, মেমক্ষত, সিধািী, সযাগ্য ও েক্ষ কিবকতবা/কিবিােীো পরোন্নমত
সপরয় েঠিক িারন অিিান করে প্রমতষ্ঠারনে উন্নয়রন ভূমিকা োখরত পারে।
সেষ কো
সকারনা সেরেে অে ববনমতক উন্নয়রনে জন্য িানিেম্পে উন্নয়ন অতীি জরুেী। জনিল-সক Human Capital িা িানিেম্পরে পমের্ত কেরত হরি। িানিেম্পে উন্নয়রনে
িাধ্যরি সুেক্ষ জনেমি গরড় সতালাে ব্যাপক ও কায বকে উরযাগ গ্রহর্ কেরত হরি। িানিেম্পেরক সেরে ও মিরেরে কারজ লামগরয় সেরেে অে বনীমত েি মিরতে উপে
োঁড় কোরনা সযরত পারে।
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PowerPoint Presentation from the Key Note Speaker
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“জ্বালামন খারত িানি েম্পে উন্নয়ন িযারেমজ এিং প্রােমিক িািনা” সেমিনারে উপমিত মিরেষজ্ঞরেে
সুপামেেিালা
সুপামেেিালাাঃ
 মকছু কিবকতবা/কিবিােীে োপ্তমে কারজ উোমেনতা োরক। তাো োপ্তমেক কাজ েম্পােন করেন না। এ েকল কিবকতবা/কিবিােীো োপ্তমেক
কারজ যারত িরনামনরিে করেন সেজন্য সিাটিরিেনাল ও বনমতকতা মিষরয় প্রমেক্ষরর্ে ব্যিিা গ্রহর্ কো সযরত পারে।
 কিবকতবা/কিবিােীরেে ব্যমিগত সযাগ্যতাে উপে মনিবে করে েঠিক কাজ পোয়ন কো জরুেী। কারজে ধের্, প্রকৃমত ও বিমেষ্ঠয অনুযায়ী কায ব
মিিাজন করে কিবকতবা/কিবিােীরক উপযুি কারজ মনরয়াগ োন কো হরল কিবকতবা/কিবিােীে েক্ষতাে দ্রুত উন্নয়ন ঘরে।
 কিবকতবা/কিবিােীরেে পােস্পামেক েম্পকব উন্নত হরল প্রমতষ্ঠারনে সেিাে িানও উন্নত হয়। পােস্পামেক েম্পরকবে ঘােমত োকরল আন্তাঃেলীয়
েিস্যা সৃমষ্ট হয়। তাই পােস্পামেক সুেম্পকব িজায় োখাে জন্য অমফে ব্যিিাপনায় নানামুখী োিামজক ও োংস্কৃমতক অনুষ্ঠারনে আরয়াজন
কো সযরত পারে।
 কিবকতবা/কিবিােীগরর্ে তয ও সযাগারযাগ প্রযুমি মিষরয় পয বাপ্ত জ্ঞান অজবরনে জন্য প্ররয়াজনীয় প্রমেক্ষরর্ে আরয়াজন কো সযরত পারে।
 অরনক সক্ষরত্র প্রমেক্ষর্ােীগর্ প্রমেক্ষরর্ অিরনারযাগী োরক। একােরর্ প্রমেক্ষরর্ে মূল্যায়ন পিমত িালু কো হরল প্রমেক্ষর্ােী প্রমেক্ষর্
কিবসূমিরত কতটুকু েমক্রয় মেল, আলাপ আরলািনা কতটুকু েমক্রয় মেল, আলাপ আরলািনায় কতটুকু অংেগ্রহর্ কেল সে মিষরয় স্পষ্ট ধাের্া
পাওয়া যায়; যা িানি েম্পে উন্নয়রনে একটি িারলা পেরক্ষপ মহরেরি মিরিমিত হরত পারে।
 কিবকতবা/কিবিােীগরর্ে োপ্তমেক কারজে িাপ োিমলরয় যোযেিারি কাজ কোে োিযব ধরে োখাে জন্য সিে হযারেমলং এে প্রমেক্ষর্
আরয়াজন কো প্ররয়াজন।
 জনিল-সক Human Capital িা িানিেম্পরে পমের্ত কেরত সুেক্ষ জনেমি গরড় সতালাে ব্যাপক ও কায বকে উরযাগ গ্রহর্ কেরত
হরি। িানিেম্পেরক সেরে ও মিরেরে কারজ লামগরয় সেরেে অে বনীমত েি মিরতে উপে োঁড় কোরনা সযরত পারে।
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Concluding Remarks
As per vision 2041 and SDG, Bangladesh is focusing on energy security as well as developing its human resource to address energy
transition and technology transfer. Hydrocarbon Unit (HCU), being a technical arm of Energy and Mineral Resources Division tends
to develop its expertise as an organization as well as its stakeholders. To do so, HCU is always concerned about the concurrent global
energy trends, topic and issues. It always tends to communicate regularly with its stakeholders thru meetings, seminars and workshop
to strengthen the expertize of this sector.
It is a matter of concern that, the Primary Energy of Bangladesh is approaching towards import dependence day by day. In the context
of energy security and inclusive development, we have to adopt right decision on fuel mix. Feasibility study by Global Energy
Consultant in every single projects of Bangladesh is mandatory considering future viability, impact and outcome of the project. In
our country, entire total gas transmission and distribution pipeline, metering stations should be under proper online monitoring
system (e.g. SCADA) for developing transparency, reducing corruption and efficient operation. Investment and development of LNG
grid pipeline for capitalizing full capacity from FSRU is becoming a substantial issue in the context of Energy security of Bangladesh.
Scope of Investment opportunities for private entities (local) in national grid pipeline may be considered with the concern of
corresponding stakeholders. On the contrary, according to Paris Agreement, rising of World’s temperature should not exceed 2
degrees within the following century. Quickly initiation to design proper roadmap on Alternate Energy/ Future fuel to address energy
security, perspective plan, SDG, Vision 2030, Vision 2041, Delta Plan 2100. To reduce carbon emission, clean & modern energy
should play an important role for healthy environment but it needs to be affordable at price. More feasibility study, research and
development is required immediately on Hydrogen fuel. The economic viability of Hydrogen Fuel to reduce carbon emission & Green
House Gas (GHG) should also be evaluated. Harvesting microalgae from our ample marine sector (Sea, River and Canal) is a new
prospect for Bangladesh ensuring blue economy. Research work on renewable energy should be industrialized (tagged with Govt. or
private entities) for a sustainable energy solution. Identifying cyber risks and vulnerabilities need to be addressed properly in energy
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and power sector. Continuous assessment and development on the existing networking system is required to ensure effective and
efficient operation in the energy and power industry. To adopt 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) (with 10 Technologies) proper action
plan should be adopted immediately. Skilled manpower should be developed to address 4IR concerning with every corresponding
stakeholder. More cooperation and collaboration is needed among NOC, IOC, corresponding stakeholders and academia focusing on
Technology Transfer and Energy Transition. More skill should be developed in the context of Procurement. Integrity, transparency
and accountability should be ensured in all procurement activities. Timely training and development of related work force from CPTU
and corresponding procurement experts should be engaged in mega projects of Bangladesh. Personal Integrity and Institutional
Integrity should be monitored on a regular interval in every functional institution of energy and power sector. The service provider of
Energy and power sector should monitor feedback from every service recipient on a regular basis. Transparency and accountability
of every public servant are mandatory to stop corruption in every energy and power projects as well as in every functional institution.
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